
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case No.: SC11-622

Complainant, [TFB Case No. 2011-31,008(09B)(CES)]

V.

CLINT JOHNSON,

Respondent.

REPORT OF REFEREE REGARDING
RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR DISSOLUTION OR

AMENDM ENT OF EMERGENCY SUSPENSION ORDER

I. SUM MA R Y OF PROCEEDINGS

Pursuant to the undersigned being duly appointed as referee to conduct

proceedings herein according to Rule 3-5.2(f), Rules of Discipline, the following

proceedings occurred:

Procedural Histo

A. Th ese p roceedings originate with a Pe t i t ion fo r E m ergency

Suspension filed by The Florida Bar ("TFB") against the Respondent on March

31, 2011. An Affidavit of Clark V. Pearson, the Chief Auditor of TFB, was filed

with the Petition and alleged that Respondent "misappropriate client trust funds".

TFB further asserted that the Respondent "has caused, or is l ikely to cause,
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immediate and serious harm to his clients and/or the public and that immediate

action must be taken".

B. On A p r i l 11, 2011, the Supreme Court of Florida suspended the

Respondent from the practice of law, prohibited Respondent from "disbursing or

withdrawing monies from any trust account" and further restricted Respondent

from depositing or withdrawing fees or other sums received in connection with the

practice of law.

C. On A p r i l 15, 2011, Respondent filed a Motion for Dissolution or

Amendment of Emergency Suspension Order, attaching an Affidavit of a former

auditor of TFB, Pedro Pizarro, to establish that "the account has been balanced

since all errors were corrected in early December of 2010" and the trust account

ending in 4380 "is in compliance with Rule 5-1.2".

D. On A p r i l 19, 2011 the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Florida

designated the Chief Judge of the Seventh Judicial Circuit of F lorida to

immediately appoint a referee to "hear, conduct, try and determine" the matters

presented and thereafter to submit a report and recommendations to the Supreme

Court of Florida.

E. On A p r i l 21, 2011, the undersigned, a Circuit Judge of the Seventh

Judicial Circuit of Florida, was appointed by the Chief Judge as referee in this

matter.
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F. On Ap r i l 28, 2011 a hearing was conducted on the Respondent's

Motion for Dissolution or Amendment of Emergency Suspension Order. At this

hearing, testimony and evidence was presented by both parties and arguments of

counsel were considered by the referee. In addition, counsel for both parties

submitted summations in writing and proposed Recommendations of Referee.

G. T h e following attorneys appeared as counsel for the parties:

For The Florida Bar Patricia Ann Toro Savitz and Keshara Davis

For the Respondent Chandler R. Muller

PROCEDURAL RE UIREMENTS AND LEGAL STANDARD

To maintain the emergency suspension, TFB must show a likelihood that

it will prevail on matters of misconduct alleged in the Emergency Petition. See,

Bar Rule 3-5.2(f)(2); Florida Bar v. Guerra, 896 So.2d 705 (Fla. 2005). Rule 3 

5.2(f)(2) further indicates the standard for determining whether the emergency

suspension should be dissolve or amended is as follows:

The referee shall recommend dissolution or amendment,
whichever is appropriate, to the extent that bar counsel
cannot demonstrate a likelihood of prevailing on the merits
on any element of the underlying complaint.

Considered together, Bar Rule 3-5.2 and Lawyer Sanction Std. 2.4

indicate that emergency suspensions are appropriate when the subject attorney's

alleged violation conduct is of a nature to cause great public harm, or
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immediate and serious injury to a c l ient or the public. In order for the

emergency suspension process to pass due process muster, bar staff must be

able to meet a burden not unlike the burden the law requires of a petitioner who

seeks a temporary injunctive order. See, Florida Bar v. Amendments to the

Rules Re ulatin The Florida Bar, 593 So.2d 1035, 1036-1037 (Fla. 1991). See

also, Nae ele Outdoor Advertisin Co. Inc. v. Ci o f Jacksonville, 659 So.2d

1046, 1047 (Fla. 1995), (a party seeking a temporary injunction must

demonstrate, inter alia, that irreparable harm will l ikely occur if an injunctive

order is not entered and that the granting of the junction will not disserve the

public interest); Graham v. Edwards, 472 So.2d 803, 806 (Fla. 3d DCA 1985),

(when considering whether to grant a temporary injunction request it i s

appropriate for the court to consider whether the threatened injury outweighs

the possible harm that will be produced as a result of the injunctive order

issuing).

III. FIN D INGS OF FACT

A. Jur is d ictional Statement. Respondent is, and at all t imes mentioned

during this investigation was, a member of The Florida Bar, subject to the

jurisdiction and Disciplinary Rules of the Supreme Court of Florida.

B. Narr a tive Summa Of Case and Findin s of Fact.
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Although TFB has not yet f i led its Complaint against Respondent, the

evidence is clear that Respondent was negligent in the management of his trust

accounts and non-compliant with Chapter 5 of the Rules Regulating The Florida

Bar governing attorney trust accounts. Respondent essentially conceded his

continuous non-compliance. At the hearing on Respondent's motion to dissolve or

amend the emergency suspension, TFB put on evidence showing that for 7 to 9

months between January 1, 2009 and November 30, 2010, trust account ¹4380 had

apparent shortages. TFB's C h ie f A u d i tor , C lark V . P e arson, testified that

Respondent's 4380 trust account irregularities, including shortages, have been the

subject of a Florida Bar investigation since May of 2010, when TFB responded to a

May 4, 2010 Overdraft Report generated by Bank of America. His audit, although

incomplete, revealed numerous improper transfers between the core trust account

and other accounts, including the law firm's operating account. Due to the timing

of some t ransfers, Mr . Pearson concluded that some f unds had been

misappropriated for some period of time, although any negative account balances

were eventually corrected.

Without contradiction, the Respondent has testified he was unaware of the

shortages and irregularities in account ¹4380 until July 5, 2010 when his former

bookkeeper, Ms. Deanna Citron, first informed him of the Bank of America' s

Overdraft Report and TFB's resulting initiation of an investigation. Also on July
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5, 2010, Ms. Cintron reportedly showed Respondent for the first time TFB's

Subpoena Duces Tecum for Deposition scheduled for July 15, 2010. Although this

does not excuse Respondent's mismanagement, it does explain it. A c cordingly,

TFB is l ikely, i f not certain, to prevail on allegations of trust account non 

compliance by Respondent. That's the easy part.

The hard part is what to do about the non-compliance. This case arises in a

very unusual and complicated circumstance and presents correspondingly unique

and difficult problems to manage. The Respondent is the principal of the Johnson

Law Group ("JLG"), a law firm in Orlando and also the principal of several debt

management companies, including Debt Wave, Consumer Business Debt

Counseling and Enhanced Servicing Solutions. The latter companies called

"processors" assist debtors in negotiating and settling consumer debts. Debtors

send money to the processors and the processors deposit this money into Trust

Accounts maintained by Respondent and unquestionably subject to TFB 's

regulation. The processors negotiate with creditors, like credit card companies, for

reduced payoffs in exchange for lump sum payments or reduced interest rates in

exchange for consistent periodic payments. U nder these arrangements, the

processors disburse lump sum or periodic payments from the Trust Accounts to the

creditors for debt payments and to the law firm for fees and costs. In addition, the

Respondent maintains a more traditional trust account for his law f i rm (Account
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ending in ¹4380).

The evidence presented is conflicting on whether Respondent and his firm

had four or as many as ten Trust Accounts that must be maintained in compliance

with Rule 5, Rules Regulating the Florida Bar (2010). No evidence was presented,

however, that Respondent or his law f irm claim any of the money currently on

deposit in those Trust Accounts. Accordingly, the parties appear to agree that the

money in the Trust Accounts in question is largely "other people's money", related

to the debt management clients. R e spondent contends that as many as 13,230

clients of the processors rely on the timely disbursement from the Respondent's

various trust accounts to their creditors.

The debt management money is often sent by the client with special

instructions or conditions related to a deal negotiated by the credit management

company. For instance, a client may enter into an agreement with a credit card

company to pay off a $1,000 debt by paying $50/month on the first of each month

for 10 consecutive months. If they do, the credit card company agrees to waive the

balance of the debt and the interest. If they don' t, the deal is rescinded. These

agreements are totally dependent on the timely payment of an agreed amount. Any

payment of a lesser amount or any late payment, even just a day late, can result in

the loss of the benefit of the negotiated deal and the forfeiture of any payments

already made.
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TFB put on no evidence to refute Respondent's assertion, and his supportive

expert testimony, that the blanket freezing of his trust account(s), will f inancially

harm and prejudice the thousands of consumer/debtor-clients of Johnson Law

Group Debt whose funds are presently maintained in Respondent's debt

management division accounts, and on whose behalf The Johnson Law Group

makes monthly disbursements to satisfy the terms of the credit-counseling

agreements or negotiated debt-settlement terms.

Pedro J. Pizarro, CPA, testified he was retained by the Respondent in August

of 2010 to be an expert consultant regarding trust account issues. Mr . P izarro

formerly worked for TFB as an auditor of trust accounts, prior to his retirement in

1994. Since 1995, Mr. Pizarro has been self-employed as an expert consultant in

the area of t r ust account issues. M r . P i zarro has reviewed and re-created

Respondent's trust account records for his 4380 core trust account for the relevant

time period. I t was his testimony that most of the apparent trust account deficit

was the result of bookkeeper error in the form of incorrect duplicate charges for

fees, compounded by the then-bookkeeper's failure in some instances to make

physical deposits of personal injury settlement checks at the bank. He testified the

cause of the apparent deficit was discovered during the process of re-creating

Respondent's trust account records. The duplicative charges were duly voided and

the amounts were credited back to clients. Wh i le the matter was the subject of
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conflicting testimony, Mr. Pizarro testified to his opinion that Respondent's 4380

trust account has been balanced and in ful l compliance with Rule 5 s ince

December of 2010. Mr. Pizarro testified to his willingness, if requested, to do

regular monitoring and reporting to the Court and to TFB of Respondent's core law

firm trust account in order to ensure continued compliance with Rule 5.

Steven A. Koenig, CPA, of the New York accounting firm of S.A. Koenig A

Associates CPAs, P.C. also gave testimony at the hearing on Respondent's motion

to dissolve or amend the emergency suspension order. Mr. Koenig is licensed in

New York and Florida. Mr. Koenig testified his firm was initially engaged in

September of 2009 by the Respondent to perform a f inancial statement audit of

Respondent's Debt Management Division so that the Respondent would become

license-eligible or maintain the business-license eligibility to conduct his credit

counseling/debt settlement business in various states. When Respondent's 4380

trust account issues with TFB arose, Koenig's firm expanded its audit to include

consideration of Rule 5 compliance as it related to the bank accounts under the

Debt Management Division. Covering years 2008 and 2009, and using a national

audit standard known as "Generally Accepted Auditing Standard" ["GAAS"] Mr.

Koenig's accounting f irm examined the bank accounts maintained at Bank of

America under The Johnson Law Group Debt Management Division. Based on the

audit, it was the conclusion of S.A. Koenig A Associates that all bank accounts of
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the Debt Management Division appeared to be in compliance with Rule 5 of the

Rules Regulating The F lorida Bar; and there was no e v idence of any

misappropriation or commingling of debtor funds to suggest that debtors were

being placed at risk by Respondent's conduct. An audit of the 2010 activity has

been started but not yet completed.

It was Mr. Koenig's unrefuted testimony that the Respondent currently has

some 13,230 consumer/debt clients through Johnson Law Group Debt and that the

freezing of the debt-settlement trust accounts for The Johnson Law Group Debt

Management Division would l ikely infl ict significant financial harm on these

13,000+ individuals because the freezing of the accounts would trigger a breach of

the various obligations that attend to the credit counseling programs and negotiated

debt settlement agreements these many clients are ~alread contractually obligated

to with their creditors. Mr. Koenig further testified he and his firm are prepared, if

requested, to perform a m onthly assessment of the accounts associated with

Respondent's Debt Management Division accounts in order to provide monitoring

and continued compliance with Rule 5 requirements; and to extend their audit of

the debt management accounts into year 2010 in order to "mirror" the scope of The

Bar's trust account audit.

Finally, Culver Smith III, Esquire, an attorney with extensive experience in

counseling and r epresenting lawyers i n co nnection w i t h t h ei r e t h ical
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responsibilities, has testified to his willingness to conduct an interim ethical audit

of Respondent's law practice and essentially provide a layer of interim supervision

of Respondent leading up to the final hearing.

IV. REC OMMENDATION AS TO EMERGENCY SUSPENSION

The Florida Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions identify the purpose

and scope of lawyer sanctions. Standard 2.4 declares that a Temporary Emergency

Suspension may be justified where "the lawyer's continuing conduct is or is likely

to cause immediate and serious injury to the client or the public". When viewed

under this standard, the existing Emergency Suspension must be modified.

The Emergency Suspension Order here was issued in response to TFB's call

for immediate action based on allegations that Respondent had "misappropriated

client trust funds" (Petition, paragraph 10) and that "respondent has caused, or is

likely to cause, immediate and serious harm to his clients and/or the public".

However, no evidence has been presented here that would show a reasonable risk

of such conduct by the Respondent in the short term future. The un-rebutted

evidence in this matter clearly shows that no money, not one penny, of the funds

t ransferred through t hose T r ust a ccounts wa s s t o len, m i sappropriated or

misdirected from its intended purpose. No client was harmed by the Respondent's

conduct in question.
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More importantly, as a result of the existing Emergency Suspension Order,

the trust accounts have been frozen and the Respondent has not been permitted to

disburse debt payments to creditors. The clients' money is not being paid to

creditors and the clients are in danger of losing the benefit of their agreement with

those creditors.

The experts agree that with respect to the "core trust account", that is the law

firm's trust account ending in ¹4380, that account has been in compliance with

Rule 5 and without a negative balance since December, 2010. New and proper

procedures have been implemented to permit the proper operation and monitoring

of that account. In addition, the Respondent testified that he stopped taking debt

management matters in October, 2010- so no new clients are paying in to the trust

accounts and the debt management funds will be paid out over time until the trust

balances are exhausted. In essence, the debt payment dilemma is self-limiting. So,

the difficult issue presented by this matter is how to best protect the interests of the

clients whose money is deposited in those accounts while, at the same time,

assuring strict compliance with the trust account procedures and protecting the

confidence of the public generally in the sanctity of TFB's trust procedures.

At the time the Petition for Emergency Suspension was filed on March 31,

2011, TFB did not have complete records from the Respondent concerning all of

the trust accounts. Accordingly, the auditor for TFB, Mr. Pearson, was not able to
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complete a full audit of all accounts and was required to make assumptions about

the purpose and propriety of certain transfers and payments between and among

the Respondents numerous trust and operating accounts.

The Respondent's accountant and auditor, on the other hand, appeared to

have reviewed a more complete set of records for the Respondent's many accounts

and were required to make fewer assumptions. Moreover, the Respondent's

accountant had a familiarity and history with the Respondent's business structure

and corresponding bank accounts that TFB did not. Accordingly, the opinions of

the Respondent's expert were, on the w hole, more extensive, complete and

credible.

Had the Respondent's conduct continued unchallenged, almost certainly

moneys would have been misappropriated and clients would have been harmed.

Thankfully, the Respondent's mismanagement of the trust accounts was challenged

by TFB and, based largely on Respondent's required response to that challenge and

the extensive help of his financial and legal experts retained for that purpose,

Respondent put his trust accounts in order.

The best interests of the clients and the public generally are not served by

the Respondent's suspension. Disbursements must be made from the various trust

accounts and someone has to oversee their disbursements and, more importantly,

be accountable for the proper management and handling of such disbursements.
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Clearly, Respondent is in the best position to do this under proper supervision.

Accordingly, the undersigned finds and recommends that the emergency

suspension order of April 11, 2011 be modified as follows:

A. Re spondent shall be placed on probation during the pendency of these

proceedings and subject to continued and regular audits by TFB. This probation

would be contingent on Respondent's full cooperation and assistance in such audits

and he shall promptly provide all records or documents required by TFB to assess

Respondent's complete and continued compliance with The Rules Regulating The

Florida Bar concerning trust accounts.

B. Pe dro J. Pizarro, CPA, former Bar auditor would, at Respondent's

sole cost, monitor and report monthly to TFB the status of the original Johnson

Law Group core trust account (4380), the post-April 11, 2011, trust account

opened to segregate all funds received in trust after April 11, 2011 "New trust

holding account for JLG" (8965), as well as the status of the Johnson Law Group

operating account (3608);

C. Re spondent will have his Johnson Law Group Debt management

division trust account(s) monitored by the New York accounting firm of S.A.

Koenig A Associates CPAs, P.C., at Respondent's sole cost, due to Koenig A

Associates already-existent familiarity with the business and financial accounts of

Johnson Law Group Debt management division. Florida and New York licensed
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CPA, Steven A. Koenig shall supply either monthly or quarterly letters to TFB

at TFB's demand a dv ising that an audit of the debt management division trust

accounts has been performed and providing a summary of the audit findings. The

accounts are:

ESS OPS ending in 5232
ESS Trust ending in 5245
CBDC Trust ending in 5229
CBDC OPS ending in 5216
Debt Wave OPS ending in 5368
Debt Wave Trust ending in 5355
CBDC Trust 2 ending in 8521
LV OPS ending in 8576
LV Trust ending in 8589
Enlightened ending in 7145
South Carolina Refund ending in 8738

D. Att o rney Culver "Skip" Smith III of Culver Smith, III, P.A. shall

conduct an ethics-monitoring audit and overview evaluation of Respondent's law

firm at Respondent's sole cost. At torney Smith is to furnish a report of his ethics

evaluation within 30 days of adoption of these recommendations and each month

thereafter.

E. Res p ondent testified that he stopped taking debt management cases in

2010 and has been working towards resolution of those cases ever since.

Respondent shall be permitted to continue resolution of current cases, however,

Respondent shall not accept the representation of new clients or new cases during

the pendency of these proceedings.
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Dated this day of May, 2011.

Honorable Terence R. Perkins, Referee
Circuit Court Judge
Volusia County Courthouse
101 N Alabama Ave
Deland, FL 32724-4316

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the original of the foregoing Report of Referee

has been mailed to The Honorable Thomas D. Hall, Clerk, Supreme Court of

Florida, 500 South Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1927, and that copies

were mailed by regular U.S. Mail to Chandler R. Muller, Counsel for Respondent,

Muller & Sommerville, P.A., Post Office Box 2128, Winter Park, Florida 32790 

2128; Kenneth L. Marvin, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar, 651 E. Jefferson Street,

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300; and Patricia Ann Toro Savitz, Esquire, Bar

Counsel, The Florida Bar, 1000 Legion Place, Suite 1625, Orlando, FL 32801 

5200, on this day of May, 2011.

Honorable Terence R. Perkins, Referee
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